Across:
2. One of the homeless people, she is comforted by Kate
6. Christmas is known as “the - - - - - - of goodwill”
7. Song: - - - - - - In A Box
8. This is the kind of box Kate sleeps in
11. One of the children, often speaks before thinking
15. The policeman suggests Kate try to find shelter at this charity organisation (9,4)
16. One of the homeless people, is usually cheerful and jokey
17. The eldest of the children
18. Kate gives her “butler” this name when pretending to be posh for fun
19. The true identity of Kate’s “butler”!
20. Kate is homeless because she had a falling out with her - - - - - -
22. The name of the song where the children ask Kate how she manages in different situations as a homeless person (4,7)
24. What you would be called if you had nowhere to live

Down:
1. A word for a person who survives by asking strangers for money
3. Paul’s friend
4. Fred makes a joke about this day, that is celebrated the day after Christmas day (6,3)
5. This person tries to “move along” Kate and the other homeless people
6. This is who Mum thinks should be responsible for sorting out Kate’s problems (6,8)
9. Song: Streets Are - - - - - -
10. You might decorate this at Christmas (9,4)
12. Kate refuses to take this from the children
13. Kate carries her possessions in two of these (7,4)
14. According to Mum, Kate doesn’t take money because she still has - - - - - - - -
21. The name of the homeless woman that the children help out
23. Nicky’s friend
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